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Mighty Tracker (MT)
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Pixel module : 20 cm  x 54 cm
Beam hole: 20 cm x 20 cm 
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Each T station: 
x-u-v-x layers

u-v layers have no pixel 
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Descoping scenarios of MT
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Frugal geomtry
with L!"#$ = 1	×10%&	𝑐𝑚'(𝑠')

Modest geomtry
with L!"#$ = 1.3	×10%&	𝑐𝑚'(𝑠')

FTDR geomtry
with L!"#$ = 1.5	×10%&	𝑐𝑚'(𝑠')

*A hole of 260 mm wide is choosen in all the studies presented here. 

Increasing pixel area



Flavours of MT tracks
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Pixel-Pixel
(inplace)

Fibre-Fibre
(inplace)

Pixel-Fibre
(missing)

Track

y

z

What is the gain in track efficiency and effect on ghost rate for long and downstream tracks? 

x u v x x u v x x u v x
T2 T3T1

T2 T3T1

T2 T3T1

Track

Track
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Tracks in the MT

Large fraction of tracks from 
secondary interactions.

What is the fraction of Pix-Pix, 
Fib-Fib and Pix-Fib tracks?
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Fraction of MT Pixel-Fibre (Long tracks)
Tracks from decay or primaries Tracks from secondaries
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Fraction of MT Pixel-Fibre (Downstream tracks)
Tracks from decay or primaries Tracks from secondaries
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Most probable path for Pixel-Fibre tracks

T2 T3T1

1x u v 2x

T2 T3T1

T2 T3T1

Most probable 
path (40%)

Most probable 
path (40%)

2nd most probable 
path (17%)

Given T1_1x pixel hit 
and T3_2x fibre hit

1x u v 2x 1x u v 2x

y

z
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True track

Pixel hit
Fibre hit



Details of the algorithm
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Setup and configurations

•For this study use 3 samples: 
•𝐵! → 𝐽/𝜓𝜙 (low and high lumi options) 
•Minibias (mid lumi option). 

•Developments are done inside the pyreco package (MR).
•Here the MCHits are smeared according to resolution:
• Pixel hits with x pitch and y pitch size: 52 x 150 micros.
• Fiber hits with x pitch size of 250 microns. 
• Pixel hit efficiency is 96% and Fiber hit efficiency is 98%. 

07.03.24

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rquaglia/pattern_recognition_u2
https://gitlab.cern.ch/rquaglia/pattern_recognition_u2/-/merge_requests/27
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Step 1 (Two hit combo): Collect T3_2x fibre hits

x

z

Line 2 ✅

Line 1 ❌

Two hit-combo (far in z and in distinct stations) to minimise effect of hit inefficiency. 

1x u v 2x1x u v 2xT1 T2 1x u v 2xT3

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit
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Two hit combination window: Truth info

Model it with a straight line Pick a window with high eff. 
07.03.24
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Step 2: Pixel or fibre part of T2_1x?

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

x

z
𝑥*+,-

• Using yz line (from origin) 
and xz line (T1- T3), 
predict (𝑥./01, 𝑦./01).

• With this select fibre or 
pixel part of T2_1x. 

y

z

𝑦*+,-

Line from 
origin

Line T1 
to T3 hit07.03.24
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Step 3: Collect T2_1x pixel or fibre hits

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

Pick a window around 
predicted values, 
correcting for “assumption 
of infinite momentum 
track (xz line)” and collect 
hits in T2_1x.

𝑦*+,-

y

z

x

z 𝑥*+,-

Y window 
only if pixel

07.03.24
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Three hit combination window: Truth info

Windows in Δ𝑦 and Δ𝑥!"## 	as function of x intercept, 𝑥$ 
(in other works track momentum) is defined. 07.03.24
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Step 4: Collect hits in T3 u/v layers

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

• Using updated yz line + xz 
parabola, get (x,y) 
prediction at T3 u/v. 

• The x prediction + u/v hits 
give y information

• Open window in y to 
collect T3 u/v hits. 

• Window size: 1 mm if T2 
pixel or 5 mm for T2 fibre.

x

z

y

z

𝑦.%/
*+,- 	 𝑦.%0

*+,- 	

If T2_1x is 
fibre, line 

from origin is 
used instead. 

XZ parabolic 
fit, taking 

bending into 
account. 

𝑥.%/
*+,- 	 𝑥.%0

*+,- 	
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Step 5: Pixel or fibre part of other x layers?

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

• With updated yz line 
+ old parabola, 
predict x,y at other x 
layers. 

• With this pick either 
pixel or fibre part. 

x

z

Ne
y

z Updated 
YZ line fit

New XZ 
parabolic fit

𝑦.)_(2
*+,-

𝑦.(_%2
*+,- 𝑦.%_)2

*+,-

𝑥.)_(2
*+,- 𝑥.(_%2

*+,-

𝑥.%_)2
*+,-
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Step 6: Collect pixel or fibre hits in all other x layers 

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

• Define windows in x 
and y to collect hits 
in x layers. 

• Window size: x is 1 
mm and y is 10 mm. x

z

Ne
y

z
𝑦.)_(2
*+,-

𝑦.(_%2
*+,- 𝑦.%_)2

*+,-

𝑥.)_(2
*+,- 𝑥.(_%2

*+,-

𝑥.%_)2
*+,-

Y window 
only if pixel

07.03.24
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Step 7: Collect hits in other uv layers

True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

• Requiring 6 hits, we 
update yz line + 
parabola to predict 
(x,y) at other uv layers. 

• Collect hits in uv 
layers with window in 
y (5mm).

x

z

Ne
y

z Update YZ 
line fit

Update XZ 
parabolic fit

𝑦.)/
*+,-

𝑦.)0
*+,-

𝑦.(/
*+,-

𝑦.(0
*+,-

𝑥.)/
*+,-

𝑥.)0
*+,-

𝑥.(/
*+,-

𝑥.(0
*+,-
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Step 8: Build the MT track with track quality cuts

x

z

y

z
True track

Pixel hit

Fibre hit

Reconstructed track

Reconstructed track 
obtained from two 
independent 2D fits: 
xz plane and yz plane. 
And keep good 
quality tracks.  

07.03.24
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What is the good track quality requirement?

Fit the true tracks like the reconstructed tracks to decide on cut.

True track
XZ Fit

True track
YZ Fit

07.03.24
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Increasing tracking efficiency and clone killing

•Ambiguity in selecting T2_1x or T2_2x in 3 hit combination. To 
increase efficiency, we execute both scenarios, each time 
excluding the hits that have already been used.
•Ambiguity also exists in selecting layers in T1 and T3. Here we 

build tracks for all four scenarios: (T1_1x-T3_2x), (T1_2x-
T3_2x), etc. 
•At the end we run clone killing: Out of two tracks that are close 

and have more than 30% (pixel) or 20% (fibre) hit overlap, only 
one is kept based on nhits or min track 𝜒!.
•Additionally to decrease the clone rate, we remove all the hits 

used in building Pixel-Pixel tracks in MT. 
07.03.24



Performance
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Frugal: Before and after Pixel-Fiber tracking

Before After

Pix-Fib is 67% efficient with 15% clone rate
5% boost in Long track eff. 
Ghost rate reduction by 1.2% NB: The windows for hit selection have not been fully tuned!

07.03.24
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Modest: Before and after Pixel-Fiber tracking

Before After

Pix-Fib is ~60% efficient with 12% clone rate.
4% boost in long track eff. 
Ghost rate reduction by 1.2% NB: The windows for hit selection have not been fully tuned!

07.03.24
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FTDR: Before and after Pixel-Fiber tracking

Before After

Pix-Fib is 53% efficient with 7% clone rate.
~4% boost in long track eff. 
Ghost rate increases by 0.6%

NB: The windows for hit selection have not been fully tuned!
07.03.24
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In which kinematic range do we have gains?

Gain comes in the low momentum and mid pseudo-rapidity region.
07.03.24
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Extrapolation of state to VELO

Hits in Pixel-Fibres matched, fitted and extrapolated back to VELO exit. Then 
the track state parameters are compared with the truth values. 

Extrapolation works well given VELO exit and MT entry are ~7 m apart. 07.03.24



• Ghost rate needs to be reduced with further tuning of windows. 
• Port the prototype to the LHCb software for long track reconstruction.
• For TDR timescale, explore other innovative ideas for MT tracking e.g. 

GNNs (similar efforts ongoing for VELO). 
07.03.24 29

Conclusions

• We have a first protype of MT Pixel-Fiber track finding in pyreco package.
• This completes the standalone MT track reconstruction.  
• For free comes the modest boost in long/downstream track efficiency. 

Take home message

Next steps

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1328966/
https://gitlab.cern.ch/rquaglia/pattern_recognition_u2

